
BIM - ARCHITECTUAL
CREATING WALLS

INTRODUCTION

After activating the Wall tool choose a Wall Style from the Resource Manager by clicking the drop 
down menu next to "Wall Style" (3) in the Tool bar (4) to the left of the Wall tool Preferences icon. 
This will activate the Resource Manager (5) allowing you to choose from various pre-defined wall 
styles.

There are several ways to create walls in 
Vectorworks software. The most obvious 
way is to use the Wall tool (1) in the 
Building Shell tool set (2).

Before you begin drawing your wall, you should select the appropriate modes in the Tool bar. The first set of modes 
determines which edge you are drawing from. The second set of modes determines whether that edge is along the face 
of the wall or along the core component of the wall. This is most important when you are tracing over an existing layout or 
have known dimensions. When drawing walls from left to right, use the left Control Line mode if the known dimensions 
are referring to the exterior of a room or structure and right Control Line mode if the known dimensions refer to the interior 
of the room or structure. If you are drawing walls from right to left, the opposite is true.
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In this section, we will show you how to use the Wall tool to create wall objects.
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The Custom Control Line mode allows you to define the edge you’re drawing along. The offset is from the center of the 
wall, or the center of the core component depending on which mode from the second set of modes you have selected. 
After you have drawn a wall, notice the small blue arrow at the start point of the wall. This arrow shows which direction 
the wall was drawn (left to right or right to left). The wall below was drawn from left to right, indicating that the top is the 
left side of the wall and the bottom is the right. This is important to know when you are setting the graphic attributes of the 
wall and its' components, as they will refer to the left and right sides.

There is a third set of modes that defines whether you are 
drawing in Polygon mode or Rectangle mode...

The Polygon mode of the Wall tool follows the same clicking behavior as the Polygon tool and other continuous clicking 
tools. You will continue drawing walls, creating a new vertex at each click, until you double click, finishing this section of 
the wall network, or close this section of the wall network by clicking on the start point. The "K" key is the default keyboard 
shortcut also used to close wall networks. 

If you make an errant click while drawing a section of the wall network, press the "delete" key to back up one click. You 
can press the "delete" key multiple times, backing up one click each time.

The Rectangle mode of the Wall tool follows the same clicking behavior as the first mode of the Rectangle tool (corner to 
corner). This mode is unique to Vectorworks software. Most buildings have at least one rectangular room, so this an 
expeditious, efficient, and accurate way of drawing because there are fewer clicks, angles are constrained to 90 degrees, 
and walls intelligently interact and automatically join when Auto join walls is on.

Click once to begin drawing (or tracing over) your wall network (A). This becomes one corner of the rectangular wall 
system. Move the cursor to the opposite corner (B). Click a second time to create four exterior walls with angles 
constrained to 90 degrees.
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Choose an interior wall style. Make your first click at the start point of the exterior wall network (A). Walls drawn in 
rectangle mode that overlap or touch intelligently interact so that complex wall systems can be drawn quickly. A red 
highlight indicates which walls will interact with each other. Make your second click at point B to complete the first interior 
wall network. The existing overlapped wall remains, and the new overlapping wall is not created.
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If you were to draw the interior walls in Polygon mode, more clicks are required and the angles are not constrained, 
leaving more opportunity for inaccuracy.  



The Rectangle mode of the Wall tool previously discussed 
used the add option. A subtract option is also available and is 
accessed by holding down the Alt key (PC) or the Option key 
(Mac). Utilizing this option causes the overlapped portion of 
the existing wall to be deleted and the new, overlapping wall is 
not created (as shown).

If the dimensions of a rectangular room are 
known, rather than entering the L and A of 
four walls, simply Tab into the floating Data 
Bar to enter the width and height of the 
rectangle within which, or outside of which, 
the four walls are drawn.
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Another way to create a wall is from a shape. Rather than tracing out a complex shape with the Polygon mode of the Wall 
tool, use the Polygon or polyline-based tools, combined with the Add and Clip Surface commands, to create a more 
complex shape. Once the shape is created, use the Create Objects from Shapes command, located in the AEC menu of 
the Architect and Designer workspaces, the Landmark menu in the Landmark workspace, or the Modify menu in the 
Spotlight workspace. It can also be accessed from the context menu that opens when you right-click on the shape. Once 
the dialog appears, choose Walls from the Object Type drop down. You must then choose the offset. This is similar to 
selecting the Wall Control Line mode. If you select left, the walls will be drawn to the outside of the shape; if you select 
right, the walls will be drawn to the inside of the shape; if you choose center, the walls will straddle the outline of the 
shape.

In the Create Objects from Shapes dialog, you will also see a check box for "Delete Source Shapes." Check this box if 
you do not intend to reuse the polygon or polyline. You may want to preserve the source shape to reuse it in the creation 
of a slab or roof.

When drawing in Polygon mode, the floating Data Bar input is Length and Angle; when drawing in Rectangle mode the 
input is X (width) and Y (height). 

To draw accurately in Polygon mode, you must input the desired Length and Angle of each wall. Using the Polygon mode 
of the Wall tool, press Tab to enter the floating Data bar. Press Tab again to access the A (Angle) field, and press Tab 
once more to lock in the L and A fields. After entering values into the floating Data bar, extension lines appear indicating 
the points or intersections for the data entered.
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